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A direction independent variant of the standard normal form for context-sensitive 
grammars is given: the context-free productions are of the form A --, a or A ~ BC 
and the context-sensitive productions are of the form AB ~ AC or BA ~ CA, where 
AB ~ AC is a production if and only if BA --, CA is a production. The equivalence 
of these grammars with the context-sensitive grammars is proved. © 1984 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of context-conditions in rewriting systems has been an 
interesting research topic for very many years. Already in the fifties the 
classical model for context-sensit ive rewriting was introduced by Chomsky 
(1959). A grammar is context-sensit ive if each rule is of the form 
uAv ~ uwv, where A is a non-terminal symbol, w is a non-empty word, and 
u and v are words; u and v are the left and right, respectively, context-con- 
ditions for the rewriting of A into w. For some time it remained an open 
problem whether or not both left and right context-conditions are 
necessary for retaining the generative power of context-sensitive grammars. 
First it was shown in Kuroda (1964), see also R6v6sz (1974), that the 
generative power does not decrease by the requirement that for every 
production 1,4; 1 ---+ 14)2, IWll ~< Iw2l ~<2 should hold, where Iwl denotes the 
length of word w. This implies that in every production either the left or the 
right context condition (or both) is empty. 
The question arose whether or not 1-directional context-conditions (i.e., 
either all productions have only left context-conditions or all productions 
have only right context-conditions) would be sufficient to generate the 
whole class of context-sensitive languages. 
As an intermediate r sult it was shown that all right context-conditions 
can be assumed to be empty, provided that permuting productions (i.e., of 
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the form AB ~ BA) are allowed (see Penttonen (1972), R6v6sz (1974), and 
Smith (1970)). 
Only after considerable effort it could be shown that permuting produc- 
tions can be eliminated as well as the chain productions (of the form 
A ~ B). The following normal form was obtained in Penttonen (1974). All 
productions are of the form A ~ a or A ~ BC or AB ~ AC, where A, B, C 
are non-terminal symbols and a is a terminal symbol. 
Using this result we will show that the direction of the context-con- 
ditions is not important at all. All productions are either context-free (of 
the form A ~ a or A ~ BC) or provided with a "symmetric" context-con- 
dition (AB ~ AC is a production if and only if BA ---, CA is a production). 
Here we will prove this to be a normal form. Hence this paper completes a 
long and important line of research concerning context-sensitive grammars. 
Showing that it is only the context and not its direction (relative position 
with respect o the symbol to be rewritten) should make context-sensitive 
grammars more understandable and easier to work with. 
2. DIRECTION INDEPENDENT CONTEXT-SENSITIVITY 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language 
theory as presented, e.g., in Salomaa (1973). Here we recall only a few 
notions and notations used explicitly to prove our result. 
A context-sensitive (cs, for short) grammar G will be given as a 4-tuple 
(Z, P, S, A), where Z is the total alphabet of G, A ~ Z is the terminal 
alphabet of G, S ~ Z - A is the axiom of G and P ~ (Z* (Z - A ) Z*) x Z + is 
a finite set of productions such that for every (x, y )eP ,  x=uAv and 
y=uwv,  for some u, vEZ*,  AeZ-A ,  and weZ +. Elements (x, y) of P 
will be denoted by x~ y. The direct derivation relation ~G and the 
derivation relation *~G are defined in the usual way. If S *~G w, then w is a 
sentential form of G and L (G)= {wEA*: S*Gw} is the language of G. 
5°(CS)= {L: there exists a cs grammar G, such that L=L(G)}  is the 
family of context-sensitive languages. 
Two special types of context-sensitive grammars are the following: The 
cs grammar G = (Z, P, S, A) is in PNF, if every production in P is of one of 
the following three forms: A~a or A--*BC or AB~AC,  where 
A, B, CeZ-A  and aEA. In Penttonen (1974) it was shown that this con- 
stitutes a normal form. 
THEOREM 1 (Penttonen, 1974). ~(CS)= {L: there exists a cs grammar 
G in PNF such that L= L(G)). 
A cs grammar G= (X, P, S, zl) is direction-independent if (1) every 
element of P is in one of the following four forms: A --* a or A -~ BC or 
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AB~AC or BA--*CA, where A,B, CeX-A  and aeA, and (2) for all 
A, B, Ce S -  A, AB --+ AC is in P if and only if BA --+ CA is in P. We will 
show, using Theorem 1, that direction-independent cs grammars generate 
all context-sensitive languages. 
THEOREM 2. 5a(CS) = {L: there exists a direction-independent cs gram- 
mar G such that L = L(G)}. 
Proof Clearly every language generated by a direction-independent cs 
grammar is in 5¢(CS). Hence it suffices to prove that every context-sen- 
sitive language can be generated by such a grammar. Let L e~(CS) .  
According to Theorem 1, there exists a cs grammar G in PNF, such that 
L=L(G).  Let G=(S,  P, S,A). 
We define the cs grammar H= (F, P, Z, A) in the following way: F= 
FtwFrw {Z} wA, where Ft, Fr, and {Z} are mutually disjoint alphabets 
also disjoint from X. F= {At: A eS-A}  and Fr= {A/A e_ r -d}  consist 
of new symbols; for each A e Z" - A there is a corresponding "left-symbol" 
A~eFI and a corresponding "right-symbol" AreFr. P will be defined in 
such a way that any sentential form of H will be in (-FtuA)*(FrUA)*. 
Hence left-symbols occur only to the left of right-symbols. P is partitioned 
in eight sets Po,..., PT. 
For the start productions and context-free productions of G, 
corresponding productions will be present in H (in Po, P1, P2, and PT). 
For a context-sensitive production of the form AB---,AC in P, a 
corresponding production AtBr-~AtC~ will be in P3 and a symmetric 
variant BrAt ~ CrAt in P4. The first can be applied only at the boundary of 
left- and right-symbols, whereas the latter can never be applied. P5 will 
consist of productions to move the boundary between the left- and the 
right-symbols in a sentential form. P6 is its symmetric counterpart ofwhich 
no production can be applied. 
Formally P = U~=o Pi is defined as follows: 
Po = {Z-+a: S--+ a e P, for some a e A }. 
P1 = {Z--+ AtBr: S-+ ABe P, for some A, Be S -  A }. 
Pz = { At-~, BtCt: A ---, BC e P, for some A,B, C e S -  A } u { Ar --+ BrCr: 
A--+BCeP, for some A, B, C eX-A} .  
P3= {AtBr--+ AtCr:AB--+ ACeP,  for some A, B, CeX-A} .  
P4 = { BrA l --+ CrA / AB --+ A C e P, for some A, B, C e 2 - A }. 
Ps = {AtBr--+AtB/A, BeS- -A}  w {AIB r --+ ArBr: A, BeX- -A} .  
P6 = {BrAl-+ BzA,: A, BeS-A}  w {BrA,--+ BrAr: A, BeX-A} .  
P7={Al~a:A~aeP,  for some A6S-A  and a~A}w{A~--+a: 
A ~aeP ,  for some A e_r -A  and aeA}. 
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Clearly H is a direction-independent cs grammar: P4 is the symmetric 
counterpart of P3, and P6 is the symmetric counterpart of Ps. That 
L(H) = L(G) can be shown as follows: 
First the inclusion L(H)~ L(G) is proved. Let q) be the homomorphism 
from (F -{Z})*  into X* defined by ~o(At)=tp(A,.)=A , for all AeZ-A  
and q~(a) = a, for all a e A. Let w be a sentential form of H, such that 
(1) w~Z, 
(2) we(FtuA)* (F r~A)*  and 
(3) q~(w) is a sentential form of G. 
Let v e F* be such that w~H v. Then, clearly, only productions from 
P2 u P3 ~ Ps u P7 can have been applied to obtain v from w. Hence also v 
will satisfy (1), (2), and (3) above. Since all words directly derivable from Z 
satisfy (1), (2), and (3), it follows by an inductive argument, that all sen- 
tential forms of H, different from Z, satisfy these conditions. This implies 
that whenever w ~ L(H), then w = q0(w) e L(G). Hence L(H) c_ L(G). 
That L(G)c_ L(H) is seen as follows. Clearly for every word w in L(G) 
there exists a derivation in G such that only in the last Iwl steps ter- 
minating productions are applied. Moreover in each of these steps the 
leftmost non-terminal is rewritten into a terminal symbol. Derivations in 
this form can easily be transformed into derivations in H, yielding the same 
word, by applying productions corresponding to the original productions 
and shifting the boundary, if this is necessary, for the application of con- 
text-sensitive productions. 
These observations can be formalized as follows. For every word 
w~L(G), there exist words Wo, wl ..... Wm+l ..... Win+n, for some m~>0 and 
n=lwt,  such that wo=S, w l , . . . ,w~e(Z-A)  +, Wm+~ ..... Wm+,~ 
A*(S -  A)*, w,~+n= w, and wi~ c Wi+ l, for O <~ i <~ rn + n -1 :  
If Iwl = 1, then Z=H w and hence w~L(H).  
If Iwl I>2, then Z~,  w'~, with q)(w'~)= w~ and w'~ eFtFr. 
For 2<~i<~m, there exist words w;eFJ-F~ +, such that cp(w;)=wi and 
w't ~ *=%';-! w;, using productions either from P2 or from Ps and then P3' 
For l~ i~n,  there exist words w~+ieA*F*F* such that q~(w~+i)= 
' ~ ' Thus ' w,~+i and Wm+i l HWm+i .  w,,,+~=Wm+,=weL(H). Hence 
L(G)~_L(H). I 
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